Understanding the drug resistance mechanism of hepatitis C virus NS3/4A to ITMN-191 due to R155K, A156V, D168A/E mutations: a computational study.
ITMN-191 (RG7227, Danoprevir), as a potential inhibitor of the NS3/4A protease of hepatitis C virus, has been in phase 2 clinical trial. Unfortunately, several ITMN-191 resistance mutants including R155K, A156V, and D168A/E have been identified. Molecular dynamics simulation, binding free energy calculation and per-residue energy decomposition were employed to explore the binding and resistance mechanism of hepatitis C virus NS3/4A protease to ITMN-191. Based on molecular dynamics simulation and per-residue energy decomposition, the nonpolar energy term was found to be the driving force for ITMN-191 binding. For the studied R155K, A156V, D168A/E mutants, the origin of resistance is mainly from the conformational changes of the S4 and extended S2 binding pocket induced by the studied mutants and further leading to the reduced binding ability to the extended P2 and P4 moieties of ITMN-191. Further structural analysis indicates that the destruction of conservative salt bridges between residues 168 and 155 should be responsible for the large conformation changes of the binding pocket in R155K and D168A/E mutants. For A156V mutation, the occurrence of drug resistance is mainly from the changed binding pocket by a replacement of one bulky residue Val. The obtained drug resistance mechanism of this study will provide useful guidance for the development of new and effective HCV NS3/4A inhibitors with low resistance.